A new class of structured matrices is presented and a closed form formula for their determinant is established. This formula has strong connections with the one for Vandermonde matrices.
A CI-matrix of size n has thus the following structure
To better understand the structure of M, we observe that the entries (from bottom to top) of its k-th column are: 1, the sum of all the indeterminates of M k , the sum of the products of all the possible unordered pairs of indeterminates of M k , the sum of the products of all the possible unordered triples of indeterminates of M k and so on up to the sum of the products of all the possible unordered (n − 1)-tuples of indeterminates of M k (notice that there is just one (n − 1)-tuple of indeterminates of M k , i.e. the (n − 1)-tuple containing all the elements of M k , so that the sum in the first entry of each column is over just one element and for this reason this sum is missing in formula (2)). Again to help intuition, we write below the full matrix for n = 4:
II. DETERMINANT OF CI-MATRICES
We now establish a formula for the computation of the determinant of CI-matrices. Moreover, these polynomials are coprime, so that also their product divides det(M); in other
with N being also a polynomial. But
so that clearly N is a constant. It remain to show that N = 1. This will be show inductively on n. To this end we denote by M n the matrix of this class associated with n indeterminates and by N n the corresponding constant N. The base of induction is obvious as M 1 = 1, so that N 1 = 1.
Assume now that N n = 1 and consider the matrix M n+1 associated with the n + 1 indeterminates µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n+1 . We know that
and we want to show that N n+1 = 1. For µ 1 = 0, the latter formula reads as
On the other hand, for µ 1 = 0, we see by inspection that
where the matrix M n is a CI-matrix of size n associated with the n indeterminates µ 2 , . . . , µ n+1 . Therefore, we have
and by the inductive assumption we have
Comparing the latter with (8), we get N n+1 = 1 as desired.
